Our vanity systems enhance any washroom, providing stylish and practical solutions to hand wash areas. With impervious Solid Grade Laminate under panels and a variety of material options for the tops these units will survive whatever the splash.

For optimum aesthetics, durability and user experience our offering includes versatile hand wash troughs fabricated from Solid Surface materials.
Specification

Trough Construction
Style: Solid surface wash trough
Trough Detail: 200mm upstand / 200mm downstand / 400 or 350mm depth
Waste Detail: Slight falls to waste, standard waste is included
Core/Face: Corian mounted on ply substrate
Colours: Ref to Dunhams Corian range

SGL Top Construction
Style: Square butt jointed 200mm downstand and 100mm upstand with thumbnail radius exposed edges
Depth: 300mm/350mm for semi-recessed basins / 600mm for inset basins
Core/Face: 13mm solid grade laminate
Colours: Ref to Dunhams colour selector
Cut-Outs: Bowl cut-outs are not included unless mentioned separately

HPL Top Construction
Style: 18mm thick, 200mm post-formed front apron and 100mm high coved rear upstand
Depth: 300mm/350mm for semi-recessed basins / 600mm for inset basins
Core/Face: High pressure laminate on 18mm MR MDF
Colours: Ref to Dunhams colour selector
Cut-Outs: Bowl cut-outs are not included unless mentioned separately.

Unit Construction
Frame: Factory constructed WBP ply sub-frame pre-fitted with lift off access panels and 100mm integral factory laminated plinth
SGL Core/Face: 13mm solid grade laminate
SGL Edge: Profile radiused and polished
Colour: Refer to Dunhams colour selector

Options
Height: Low height options available
Trough: Custom design troughs available
Colour: Grafix range of patterns/designs to access panels available as an extra.
Unit Style: Unit construction options available: Factory assembled 18mm MFC carcass with shelves and hinged doors / Factory assembled ply sub-frame with sloped under panels for access / Factory assembled ply sub-frame with panels supplied pre-hung on sprung cabinet hinges with key operated cam lock
Fully Recessed HPL

Semi-Recessed HPL

Fully Recessed SGL

Semi-Recessed SGL

Tap Deck Trough

Splash Back Trough

Unit Options

Hinged and Lockable Door

Door Construction - HPL or SGL panels supplied pre-hung on sprung cabinet hinges with key operated cam lock.

Sloped Under-panel

Unit Construction - Factory assembled ply subframe with sloped under panels for access.

Options

- Low height options available

Carcass with Shelves

Unit Construction - 18mm MFC carcass, cam and dowelled construction, supplied fully assembled with hinged doors.

Options

- Low height options available
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